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Biomimetic artificial surfaces that enable the manipulation of gas bubble mobility have been explored 

in a wide range of applications in nanomaterial synthesis, surface defouling, biomedical diagnostics, 

and therapeutics. Although many superhydrophobic surfaces and isotropic lubricant-infused porous 

surfaces have been developed to manipulate gas bubbles, the simultaneous control over the adhesion 

and transport of gas bubbles underwater remains a challenge. Thermotropic liquid crystals (LCs), a 

class of structured fluids, provide an opportunity to tune the behavior of gas bubbles through LC 

mesophase transitions using a variety of external stimuli. Using this central idea, we report the design 

and synthesis of liquid crystal-infused porous surfaces (LCIPS) and elucidate the effects of the LC 

mesophase on the transport and adhesion of gas bubbles on LCIPS immersed in water. We demonstrate 

that LCIPS are a promising class of surfaces with an unprecedented level of responsiveness and 

functionality, which enable the design of cyanobacteria-inspired object movement, smart catalysts, and 

bubble gating devices to sense and sort volatile organic compounds and control oxygen levels in 

biomimetic cell cultures. 

 

1. Introduction 

The manipulation of gas bubbles in aqueous environments is frequently observed on biological 

surfaces in a variety of functions. For example, the hydrophobic nanostructured microfibers on the 

bodies of great diving beetles (e.g., Dytiscus marginalis)
[1]

 and diving bell spiders (e.g., Argyroneta 

aquatic)
[2]

 can efficiently adhere and immobilize air bubbles to provide the oxygen necessary for their 

survival underwater. Another prominent example is the gas bubble-assisted buoyancy regulation by 
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cyanobacteria. Anabaena Flos-Aquae, a freshwater cyanobacteria species, have assemblies of 

hydrophobic proteins, namely gas vesicles, within them that can dynamically adhere and release gas 

bubbles inside their cells to control their depth in lakes.
[3]

 To date, a number of applications based on 

gas bubbles have emerged that rely on the on-demand adhesion and transport of gas bubbles 

underwater, including surface defouling,
[4]

 site-specific biological imaging,
[5]

 targeted gas delivery for 

therapeutics,
[6]

 hydrodynamic drag reduction,
[7]

 and critical heat flux enhancement in heat trasnfer.
[8]

 

Researchers have developed biomimetic artificial surfaces, including superhydrophobic metal wires,
[9]

 

cotton yarn,
[10]

 and synthetic polymeric sheets
[11]

 with micro- or nanostructures that can strongly 

immobilize gas bubbles underwater. However, the strong adhesion to gas bubbles exhibited by these 

superhydrophobic surfaces impedes the pinning-free transport of bubbles on the interfaces,
[12]

 which 

limits their use in applications requiring facile bubble transport, such as oxygen delivery. 

Recently, another class of bio-inspired functional surfaces have been developed for use in 

applications requiring facile bubble transport, namely slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces 

(SLIPS), which mimic the lubricant-infused nanoporous structures of the pitcher plant (Nepenthes 

Alata).
[13]

 The isotropic lubricant-based SLIPS, which typically uses silicone oil or perfluorinated oil 

as lubricants, possess numerous advantages over superhydrophobic surfaces, including excellent 

liquid repellency at high pressure,
[14]

 good stability underwater,
[14]

 and a remarkably facile transport of 

gas bubbles underwater.
[15]

 Past studies have reported that magnetic fields and mechanical stretching 

can be used to change the surface topography of the solid substrate coated with SLIPS, resulting in the 

reversible pinning and sliding of gas bubbles.
[16]

 However, the effects of the properties of these 

isotropic lubricants (e.g., molecular order and phase behaviors) on the dynamics of underwater gas 

bubbles on SLIPS have not been fully understood,
[17]

 and the design of anisotropic and structured 

liquid-based SLIPS capable of the on-demand immobilization, transport, and release of underwater 

gas bubbles as a response to a variety of stimuli has not been thoroughly investigated. 

Thermotropic liquid crystals (LCs) are anisotropic fluids with unique properties that emerge from 

the ordered packing of constituent molecules (mesogens), whose long-range orientational order and 
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positional order show responsiveness to external stimuli.
[18,19]

 Although their intrinsic stimuli-

responsiveness has been explored to design smart LC surfaces with applications ranging from control 

over colloidal particle positioning
[20]

 to gas sensors for the detection of nitrogen dioxide, carbon 

dioxide, and dimethyl methylphosphonate (a simulant of sarin nerve gas),
[21]

 the manipulation of 

underwater air or gas bubbles on LC surfaces has not yet been explored. Here we report the design of 

liquid crystal-infused porous surfaces (LCIPS) capable of combining the merits of both 

superhydrophobic surfaces and SLIPS to achieve the on-demand adhesion, transport, and release of 

gas bubbles on LCIPS via a transition of the LC mesophase using external stimuli such as heat, light, 

and the presence of chemical species. Based on this intrinsic stimuli-responsiveness, we developed an 

LCIPS-based bubble gating system that can reversibly activate and deactivate the transport and 

release of gas bubbles. Additionally, by taking advantage of the buoyancy force associated with 

bubbles on LCIPS, we demonstrate that the bubbles can lift up and tilt up objects, which can lead to 

mechanical and chemical applications of the LCIPS, e.g., mediate origami box folding and catalytic 

reactions. More importantly, we demonstrate that volatile organic compound (VOC)-containing gas 

bubbles can be sensed and sorted from air bubbles by LCIPS, and LCIPS can be used to regulate 

oxygen levels in cell cultures to better mimic an in vivo hypoxic tumor microenvironment. Our results 

will open new possibilities for the design of responsive and multifunctional surfaces for applications 

ranging from gas bubble microrobotics and VOC sensing and separation to tumor biology studies and 

effective therapeutic discovery. 

 

2. Results and Discussion 

In this work, we selected 4’-octyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile (8CB) as the LC material for the LCIPS 

because of its intrinsic temperature-dependent mesophases. Below 25 
o
C, the 8CB molecules orient 

themselves in the smectic A phase, with mesogens positionally aligned into stacked layers along one 

direction. Between 33 ºC and 40 ºC, the 8CB mesogens exist in the nematic phase, with mesogens 

randomly distributed in space with a long-range orientational order (Figure 1a). To prepare the 
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LCIPS, we mixed 8CB (90 wt %) with a reactive LC monomer, 1,4-bis-[4-(3-

acryloyloxypropyloxy)bezoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (RM257, 10 wt %), and a photoinitiator, 2,2-

dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPAP, 1 wt % based on the total mass of the LC) in toluene. 

After evaporating the toluene, the mixture was placed on a dimethyloctadecyl[3-(trimethixysilyl) 

propyl]ammonium chloride (DMOAP)-functionalized glass substrate, followed by polymerization 

under 365 nm-wavelength UV light for 20 minutes (see Supporting Information). After 

polymerization, the 8CB-swelled polyRM257 network was formed, and the resulting porous 

polymeric structure was verified using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (Figure S1, 

Supporting Information). Finally, LCIPS were obtained by spin coating an approximately 130 µm-

thick 8CB film on the obtained 8CB-swelled polyRM257 coating. We verified that our 

8CB/polyRM257-based LCIPS satisfy the criteria of a stable SLIPS, suggesting that polyRM257 can 

stabilize 8CB against dewetting caused by water (see Supporting Information). 

After the synthesis, we immersed the LCIPS in water and placed air bubbles on the surface to 

analyze the mesogenic orientation of the underwater air–8CB interface using polarized light 

microscopy. As shown in Figure 1b, when the 8CB is in the nematic phase (35 
o
C), the LCIPS appears 

bright when in contact with the water and dark when in contact with the air bubble. This result implies 

parallel and perpendicular anchorings of the nematic 8CB at the water–8CB and air–8CB interfaces, 

respectively. We note here that the DMOAP functionalization induces a perpendicular ordering of the 

8CB at the glass substrate.
[22]

 For smectic A 8CB (25 
o
C), focal conic domains were observed when in 

contact with water, suggesting a parallel and a perpendicular anchoring of the 8CB at the water–8CB 

interface and 8CB–polyRM257-coated glass substrate, respectively (Figure S2, Supporting 

Information). Moreover, we measured the apparent contact angle of the air bubbles to be ~ 68
o
 on the 

LCIPS in both the nematic and smectic A phases ranging from 25 ºC to 40 ºC (Figure S3, Supporting 

Information). We note here that the presence of a LC wetting ridge and a LC wrapping layer around 

the gas bubble may introduce certain experimental discrepancies in the measurement of the actual 

contact angle of the air bubbles on the LCIPS, which has been commonly observed in isotropic oil-
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based SLIPS.
[13]

 Overall, these results suggest that the intrinsic long-range orientational ordering of 

the LCs enables the LCIPS to respond optically to the presence of air bubbles. 

 

 

Figure 1. Design of LCIPS for the controlled manipulation of underwater gas bubbles. a) Chemical 

structure and mesophase transition of 8CB. b) Schematic illustration of an air bubble on an 

underwater LCIPS. Insets in (b) show the scheme (side view) and corresponding polarized light 

micrograph (top view) of a 10 μL air bubble on a nematic phase LCIPS. The dark cross pattern in the 

conoscopic image indicates a uniform perpendicular anchoring of the 8CB in the LCIPS. Double-
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headed arrows indicate the orientation of the crossed polarizers. Scale bar, 50 µm. c) Schematic 

illustration of LC mesophase-dependent bubble transport on a tilted LCIPS. d) Photographs depicting 

the sliding behavior of 10 µL air bubbles on a tilted LCIPS in the nematic phase. Scale bars, 5 mm. 

Yellow arrows indicate the position of the air bubbles on the LCIPS. e) Influence of bubble volume 

on the sliding angle and the average sliding velocity of a bubble on a nematic phase LCIPS at a tilting 

angle of 5
o
. f) Sliding angle of a 10 µL bubble on an LCIPS and a silicone oil-based SLIPS (viscosity 

of silicone oil is ~ 20 cSt) as a function of temperature. g) Schematic illustration showing the 

dominating forces during the sliding of a bubble on an LCIPS. h,i,j) Activated transport of 10 µL gas 

bubbles on the LCIPS using (h) heat, (i) 365 nm-wavelength UV radiation, and (j) toluene vapor. The 

tilting angle of the LCIPS is (h) 5
o
, (i) 10

o
, and (j) 30

o
. For the UV light-activated transport of air 

bubbles, the LCIPS was doped with 5 wt% of azobenzene based on the mass of 8CB. Time = 0 second 

in (h–j) indicates the time when a bubble was placed on the LCIPS. 

 

Next, we investigated the transport of gas bubbles on the LCIPS. As shown in Figure 1c,d, on the 

nematic phase LCIPS, a 10 µL air bubble can slide at a very low tilting angle (~ 3
o
), and the average 

sliding velocity of the bubble increases from ~1 mm/sec to ~33 mm/sec with a corresponding increase 

in the tilting angle from ~3º to ~30º (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The average sliding velocity 

of bubbles on the LCIPS was calculated by dividing the total displacement by the total time of sliding. 

Moreover, the sliding angle and average sliding velocity of the gas bubble depend on the bubble 

volume. For example, a 3 µL bubble at a 9° inclination slides at 0.5 mm/sec, while a 20 µL bubble at 

a 2º inclination slides at 15 mm/sec, as seen in Figure 1e. These results indicate that nematic LCIPS 

possesses a pinning-free slippery behavior that is consistent with isotropic oil-based SLIPS, as seen in 

Figure 1f. In contrast to the low sliding angle of ~ 3º for 10 µL bubbles on a nematic LCIPS (35 ºC), 

the sliding angle of a 10 µL bubble on a smectic A LCIPS (25 
o
C) is ~ 40º, as shown in Figure 1f. The 

intrinsically high sliding angle on a smectic A LCIPS implies a high pinning force of gas bubbles 

similar to the behavior of gas bubbles on superhydrophobic surfaces. In addition, we observed a 
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constant sliding angle for each LC mesophase, even across multiple temperatures within the same 

mesophase, which is comparative to the temperature-independent bubble transport on the silicone oil-

based SLIPS as shown in Figure 1f. These results lead us to conclude that the transport of gas bubbles 

on the LCIPS strongly depends on the LC mesophase rather than on the system’s temperature. 

The sliding of an air bubble on a tilted LCIPS can be described by balancing the buoyancy force 

of the bubble and the friction force from the LC: 

∆ρgV sinα = 2r (γw−LC + γv−LC)·(cosθRec – cosθAdv)                             (1) 

where ∆ρ is the mass density difference between air and water, g is the acceleration due to gravity, V 

is the volume of the bubble, α is the sliding angle of the LCIPS, γw−LC is the water−LC surface tension, 

γv−LC is the air−LC surface tension, r is the base radius of the gas bubble on the LCIPS, and θAdv and 

θRec are the advancing and receding contact angles, respectively. We note here that the use of ‘γw−LC + 

γv−LC’ instead of the surface tension of water (γv−w) is because of the formation of a LC wrapping layer 

around the bubble on the LCIPS (Figure 1g and Supporting Information). Using Equation 1, we 

calculated the contact angle hysteresis (CAH) of air bubbles (defined as ‘cosθRec – cosθAdv’) to be 

extremely small (0.03) on a nematic phase LCIPS, while comparatively large (0.29) on a smectic A 

LCIPS (Figure S5, Supporting Information). We hypothesize that the high surface roughness of 

smectic A 8CB induces larger contact angle hysteresis and more severe pinning of air bubbles relative 

to those observed in the nematic phase, which is consistent with our observations of the pinning of 

water droplets on LC surfaces in different LC mesophases (see Supporting Information for details).
[23]

 

We demonstrate that the LC mesophase-dependent manipulation of gas bubbles on LCIPS 

provides a platform by which the immobilization and transport of the bubble can be controlled by 

inducing a smectic A–nematic transition using external stimuli. For instance, a 10 µL bubble 

remained immobile on a smectic A LCIPS (25 
o
C) for six hours but abruptly began to slide upon 

heating the LC to the nematic phase (33 
o
C), as shown in Figure 1h, Figure S6a, and Movie S1 in the 

Supporting Information. Beyond heat, we sought to explore other stimuli to activate the transport of 
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bubbles on the LCIPS. To remotely manipulate the motion of gas bubbles on LCIPS, we added 

azobenzene to the 8CB at 5 wt%. As shown in Figure 1i and Figure S6b,c and S7 in the Supporting 

Information, the alternative exposure of 365 nm-wavelength UV light triggered a switch between the 

smectic A and nematic phases of the 8CB (Figure S8b, Supporting Information),
[24]

 resulting in a 

reversible activation and deactivation of the bubble transport on the LCIPS. 

Additionally, past studies have reported the use of LC mesophase transitions to sense VOCs (e.g., 

toluene and dichloromethane).
[25]

 In this context, we sought to investigate the behavior of bubbles 

containing toluene vapor on the LCIPS. After an air bubble containing toluene vapor was placed on 

the LCIPS, the toluene dissolved into the smectic A 8CB surface and consequently activated the 

bubble transport through a toluene-triggered LC phase transition, as seen in Figure 1j and Figures S6d 

and S8a in the Supporting Information. Overall, these results demonstrate that LCIPS enables the 

controlled transport of gas bubbles using appropriate and desired stimuli, which has not been achieved 

in conventional isotropic liquid-based SLIPS.
[15]
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Figure 2. Generalizability and stability of LCIPS. a) Mobility of air bubbles on nematic phase LCIPS 

after submersion underwater for 30 days. Inset is the photograph of a bubble sliding on the nematic 

LCIPS after 30 days of water immersion. b) Average sliding velocity of bubbles on a nematic LCIPS 

with damage caused by a knife. Inset photograph shows an LCIPS with multiple physical damages. 

c,d) Gas bubble transport on nematic LCIPS in an aqueous solution with different pH values with (c) 

representative photographs and (d) a plot of their average sliding velocities. e) Photographs of air 

bubbles on nematic LCIPS coated on a variety of substrates. Yellow arrows indicate the position of 

the bubbles on the LCIPS. The bubble volume was 10 µL and the tilting angle was 5
o
. Scale bars, 5 

mm. 
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In our second set of experiments, we sought to investigate the stability and generalizability of our 

8CB-based LCIPS. First, we observed that the nematic LCIPS exhibit excellent underwater stability, 

with the underwater bubble transport remaining unaffected at least 30 days, as shown in Figure 2a. 

Second, the LCIPS shows excellent physical and chemical stability. Specifically, the average sliding 

velocity of a gas bubble remains almost constant on nematic LCIPS even after the LCIPS is subject to 

physical cutting or under harsh, corrosive solutions (e.g., aqueous solutions with pH ranging from 1 to 

13, aqueous solutions of cationic and anionic surfactants, and artificial seawater) and in different 

organic solvents as shown in Figure 2b,c,d and Figures S9, S10, and S11 in the Supporting 

Information. Moreover, the air bubble remains stable on the smectic A LCIPS in the above harsh 

physical and chemical conditions, even when the LCIPS is under vibration (Figures S12, S13 and 

Movie S2, Supporting Information). Third, our LCIPS can be prepared using a variety of substrates 

with different chemical natures (e.g., metal, polymers and fibers) and various shapes (e.g., serpentine, 

arch shape, Y-shape, and the curved surface of glass vials), as shown in Figure 2e and Figure S14 in 

the Supporting Information. We note here that all of these substrates exhibited performance identical 

to LCIPS-coated glass substrates for the manipulation of underwater gas bubbles. Hence, we believe 

that the outstanding long-term durability, excellent physical and chemical stability, and 

generalizability are beneficial to the potential applications of LCIPS. 

As described earlier, the ability to manipulate both the adhesion and release of gas bubbles is 

another key requirement for the design of functional surfaces. Therefore, in our next set of 

experiments, we sought to investigate the effect of the LC mesophase on the adhesion and release of 

bubbles on LCIPS. We determined the maximum adhesion force between the gas bubble and the 

LCIPS by measuring the maximum volume of gas bubble that could be immobilized on the LCIPS 

when submerged horizontally before the spontaneous detachment of the bubble. Based on Figure 3a, 

the maximum adhesion force of bubbles on a smectic A LCIPS (30 
o
C) is estimated to be ~ 340 µN, 

higher than the ~ 190 µN of a nematic LCIPS (35 
o
C), as summarized in Figure 3b and Figure S15 

(Supporting Information). The corresponding adhesion force per unit length of contact line is ~ 61 
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µN/mm for a 40 µL air bubble on smectic A LCIPS, and ~ 41 µN/mm for a 25 µL air bubble on 

nematic LCIPS (Figure S16, Supporting Information, for the estimation of the base radius of the air 

bubbles). In contrast, the maximum adhesion force of air bubbles on a 20 cSt silicone oil-based SLIPS 

was constant (~ 190 µN; ~ 38 µN/mm) in the temperature range between 25 C and 45 C. We reason 

here that the buoyancy force acting on the gas bubble is countered by the adhesion force from the 

LCIPS, which is caused by the pinning force from the receding contact line, as shown in Figure 3c. 

When the buoyancy force of the bubble exceeds the maximum adhesion force, it overcomes the 

pinning force and releases from the LCIPS. To provide insight into the role of the different LC 

mesophases of LCIPS, we balanced the buoyancy force of the maximum bubble volume at an LCIPS 

and the static friction force induced by the receding contact line: 

∆ρgVcritical = 2πr (γw−LC + γv−LC) sinθRec                                         (2) 

in which Vcritical is the minimum volume of a single air bubble that detaches from the LCIPS. Based on 

Equation 2, we estimated the θRec of bubbles on LCIPS to be ~155
o
 and ~161

o
 for the smectic A and 

nematic phases, respectively. To provide additional support, we measured the adhesion force of air 

bubbles with different volumes on smectic A and nematic LCIPS using a Kruss tensiometer-based 

microelectromechanical balance system (Supporting Information). For example, the adhesion force of 

15 µL air bubbles was measured to be 306 ± 2 µN (~ 69 µN/mm) on smectic A LCIPS surface and 

189 ± 2 µN (~ 48 µN/mm) on nematic LCIPS, as shown in Figure 3d,e, and in the Supporting 

Information. Our force measurement validates our observations that the smectic A LCIPS exhibits an 

approximately 62% higher adhesion force compared to that of nematic LCIPS, which provides 

opportunities for control over the adhesion and release of air bubbles on LCIPS. It is well established 

that surface roughness significantly affects the pinning of the contact lines at the surface and thus the 

contact angle hysteresis.
26a,b

 Previous research has reported that the surface roughness of nematic 8CB 

is on the order of angstroms,
26c

 whereas depressions caused by focal conic domains
 26d

 increase the 

surface roughness of smectic A 8CB to the order of nanometers and higher, as shown in Figure 3f. We 

hypothesize that the intrinsically high surface roughness of smectic A LCIPS causes a more severe 
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pinning of air bubbles at its surface compared to nematic LCIPS, resulting in a higher adhesion force 

of air bubbles on smectic A LCIPS (see detailed discussion in Supporting Information). 

 

 

Figure 3. Adhesion and release of bubbles on LCIPS. a) Photographs of air bubbles with different 

volumes on a horizontal LCIPS in smectic A (30 ºC) and nematic phases (35 ºC). b) Maximum 
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adhesion force of LCIPS and silicone oil-based SLIPS. c) Schematic illustration showing the 

dominating forces during bubble release on LCIPS. d, e) Force of air bubbles on (d) smectic A and (e) 

nematic LCIPS. f) Schematic illustration of the surface roughness of smectic A and nematic LCIPS. 

g) Smectic A LCIPS-coated aluminum foil lifted up using gas bubbles. h) Bubble-induced termination 

in the hydrogenation of nitrobenzene by raising a Pd nanoparticle-decorated aluminum foil coated 

with smectic A LCIPS. i) Smectic A LCIPS-coated aluminum foil tilting up using gas bubbles. j) 

Schemes and corresponding photographs of origami box folding driven by the adhesion of multiple 

bubbles on a smectic A LCIPS. The bubble volume was 20 μL. Scale bars, 5 mm.  

 

Based on the above observations of the LC mesophase-dependent bubble adhesion, we explored 

the possibility of using air bubbles pinned to LCIPS for object locomotion. We immersed a 55 mg 

LCIPS-coated piece of aluminum foil with dimensions of 30 mm × 10 mm in an aqueous solution of 

NaHCO3 and then injected HCl (1 M) to generate CO2 in situ on the LCIPS. As shown in Figure S17, 

in the Supporting Information, large bubbles would not adhere to nematic LCIPS, causing the LCIPS 

to remain fully submerged. In contrast, larger CO2 bubbles readily adhered to the LCIPS when the 

8CB was in the smectic A phase. Afterward, the resulting buoyancy force overpowered the 

gravitational force causing the LCIPS to float to the top of the water surface, as shown in Figure 3g 

and Movie S3 in the Supporting Information. Based on this finding, we demonstrate that we can use 

bubble adhesion to manipulate the floating of smectic A LCIPS-coated aluminum foil decorated with 

palladium (Pd) nanoparticles on top surface of the aluminum foil to control the rate of a catalytic 

reaction, e.g., the hydrogenation of nitrobenzene (Figure 3h and Methods in Supporting Information). 

The combination of the controlled vertical movement and position-dependent chemical reactivity is 

similar to the behaviors exhibited by various aquatic microorganisms.
[3]

 Furthermore, the gas bubble-

driven locomotion of the smectic A LCIPS was observed to depend on the position of the CO2 bubble 

generation. As shown in Figure 3i, when the CO2 bubble was generated close to one edge of the 

smectic A LCIPS, the LCIPS was observed to tilt up from the edge with the attached bubbles. 
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Building on this observation, we further demonstrate that even sophisticated manipulation of objects 

underwater, such as folding a box in an origami manner, can be achieved through bubble adhesion on 

the LCIPS, as shown in Figure 3j. 

 

 

Figure 4. Design of an LCIPS-based gas bubble gating system. a) Schemes and corresponding 

photographs of the bubble-based gating system as analogous to an electronic circuit logic ‘AND’ gate. 

Each bubble volume was 15 μL. Scale bars, 5 mm. b) Schematic illustration and photograph of a 
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prototype LCIPS-based gas bubble gating device. Scale bar, 1 cm. c) Plot showing the reusability of 

the LCIPS-based gas bubble gating device to sense and sort VOC-contaminated bubbles from pure air 

bubbles. The pure air bubble (transparent) is released into compartment 1 and the VOC-contaminated 

air bubble (red) is released into compartment 2. d) Schematic illustration and photograph of the 

experimental setup of a LCIPS bubble gate to manipulate oxygen levels in cell cultures. e) Generation 

of cytotoxic radicals via decomposition of TPZ under hypoxic conditions. f) Live (Calcein AM)/dead 

(propidium iodide) cell staining of U87MG glioblastoma cells treated with 20 μg/mL of TPZ for 24 

hours using an LCIPS bubble gate in different LC phases. Scale bar, 200 μm. g,h) Reverse 

transcription PCR (RT-PCR) analysis (g) and quantification (h) of HIF1α expression in U87MG cells 

as a function of time the LCIPS was in the nematic phase prior to cell incubation. The mole fraction 

of oxygen in the gas phase of cell incubation is labelled in (h). i) Cell viability assessment of U87MG 

cells treated with 20 μg/mL of TPZ for 24 hours as a function of time the LCIPS was in the nematic 

phase prior to cell incubation. Data are represented as mean standard deviation of five independent 

replicates (p < 0.05). 

 

Building upon the controllability of gas bubble transport and adhesion, we sought to design an 

LCIPS-based bubble gating system in the final set of experiments, which can selectively 'open' and 

'close' using external stimuli. As shown in Figure 4a, in the smectic A phase (25 
o
C), the 15 μL air 

bubbles remained pinned on the LCIPS surface, rendering the LCIPS bubble gate closed. Upon 

heating to the nematic phase (35 
o
C), the LCIPS gate opened, allowing the bubbles to slide on both 

sides and subsequently merge into a single 30 μL bubble, which was then released from the top of the 

LCIPS (Figure S19 and Movie S4, Supporting Information). This behavior is analogous to an 

electronic circuit logic ‘AND’ gate, where the bubble gate being open and closed corresponds to 

‘TRUE’ and ‘FALSE’ Boolean variables, respectively. To explore the potential application of our 

LCIPS-based bubble gating system, we first developed LCIPS that not only sense VOCs in air 

bubbles but, more importantly, separate VOC-containing bubbles from pure air bubbles. As shown in 
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Figure 4b, when a pure air bubble was introduced from the inlet, the bubble detached from the smectic 

A LCIPS and was released from compartment 1. In contrast, when an air bubble contaminated by a 

VOC was introduced, the VOC locally triggered the smectic A–nematic phase transition, resulting in 

the sliding of the VOC-containing air bubble on the tilted LCIPS and a subsequent detachment into 

compartment 2. Furthermore, this prototype device can efficiently sense and sort air bubbles based on 

VOC contamination for more than 600 successive bubbles, as shown in Figure 4c, and were shown to 

detect VOC concentrations as low as ~ 7 ppm. We note here that this functionality is generalizable to 

other common organic chemical vapors including chloroform and dichloromethane. 

Second, we explored the potential use of LCIPS in the manipulation of oxygen levels in cell 

cultures. While hypoxic solid tumor microenvironments (0.5–5 v% of oxygen) in cancer patients 

significantly promote tumor progression and therapeutic resistance,
[27]

 the vast majority of in vitro 

tumor cell cultures have been conducted in ambient air with an extra-physiological oxygen tension 

(21 v%). Chemical induction,
[28a]

 microfabricated devices,
[28b]

 3D spheroid cultures,
[28c]

 and hypoxic 

incubators and chambers
[28d,e]

 have been widely used to create hypoxic conditions in cell cultures, 

although these approaches require expensive or specialized equipment. To obtain in vivo hypoxic 

conditions, we used LCIPS to regulate the oxygen level in normal cell cultures in vitro, as shown in 

Figure 4d (see Methods in Supporting Information). When the LCIPS was in the nematic phase, the 

nitrogen bubbles were transported to the cell culture to achieve the desired low oxygen level, resulting 

in the decomposition of tirapazamine (TPZ; a hypoxia-responsive antitumor pro-drug) and the 

subsequent death of a variety of tumor cells (e.g., A549 lung tumor, U87MG glioblastoma, and MDA-

MB-231 breast tumor) under hypoxic conditions, as shown in Figure 4e,f and Figure S20 (Supporting 

Information). In contrast, when the LCIPS was in the smectic A phase, the tumor cell culture was 

exposed to ambient air condition, leading to a high viability of the tumor cells, as shown in Figure 4g. 

In addition, we have shown that the oxygen level can be regulated through manipulation of the LC 

mesophases to tune the cancer cell viability. Our results demonstrate that our LCIPS enable precise 
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control of oxygen levels in cell cultures (Figure 4h,i), providing a novel platform to mimic in vivo 

hypoxic conditions. 

 

3. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the results reported in this work reveal various key functionalities and intrinsic 

characteristics of our newly designed LCIPS, including LC mesophase-dependent adhesion between 

the air bubbles and the LCIPS. Assisted by buoyancy forces, the sliding and pinning of air bubbles on 

LCIPS can be reversibly switched through the manipulation of the LC mesophase transition. 

Importantly, this LCIPS system presents opportunities for achieving an unprecedented level of multi-

stimuli-responsiveness and functionalities using gas bubbles, including cyanobacteria-inspired object 

movement and smart catalysis. More importantly, the LCIPS was further explored as a bubble gating 

device to sense and sort VOC-contaminated bubbles and obtain an in vivo hypoxic microenvironment 

for tumor biology studies and the development and screening of new drugs. In addition, this LCIPS 

system exhibits outstanding long-term underwater stability, exceptional physical and chemical 

durability, and generalizability to a variety of substrates. 

Overall, these results demonstrate that LCIPS offers a new class of responsive and multifunctional 

surfaces with programmable mobility of gas bubbles and could benefit various potential applications, 

including microreactors, smart bubble delivery, and effective therapeutic discovery. In particular, 

because of the characteristic multi-stimuli-responsiveness and functionalities, LCIPS may provide 

significant advantages over previously explored superhydrophobic surfaces and isotropic liquid-based 

SLIPS. Finally, we note that the results presented in this work suggest several directions for future 

research, including further research into the interaction of gas bubbles with LC surfaces in different 

phases (e.g., cholesteric, blue phase, and chiral smectic). 
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. 
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Summary (58 words): 

We report the design of thermotropic liquid crystal-infused porous surfaces capable of on-demand 

immobilization, transport, and release of gas bubbles via a liquid crystal phase transition. We 

demonstrate their use in the design of cyanobacteria-inspired object movement, smart catalysts, and 

bubble gating devices to sense and sort volatile organic compounds and control oxygen level in 

biomimetic cell cultures. 


